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EVERWIN MATRIC. HR. SEC. SCHOOL
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT-II
SOCIAL-II - Answer key

I. Choose the correct answer:

Time: 2.30hr
Marks: 80

8. Top slip
9. West Bengal
10. Javadi

(10 1=10)

1. a) Kamuthi

IV. Distinguish.

2. b) Mica

1. Biotic resources

3. a) Thermal power



4. a) Religious
5. c) Assam
6. d) Miami

Biotic resources are

Abiotic resources


obtained from living

are obtained from

and organic materials

non- living and
non- organic

7. b) Tirunelveli

materials

8. d) Kanha in Madhya Pradesh



9. a) Australia
10. c) Historical
II. Fill in the blanks.
1. A3 concept 2. Cultural

(10 1=10)
3. Marina 4. Cloud land falls or

megamalai falls 5. Nilgiris 6. China
9. Black gold

1. Iron
2. Petroleum
3. Sedimentary rock

5. Karnataka
6. Coimbatore
7. Goa

7. Aluminium 8. Maganese

It includes forests,



(10 1=10)



It includes land,

birds, animals, amn

water, air, gold,

coal, petroleum, etc.

iron, etc.

2. Metallic resources

10. Gold

III. Match the following.

4. Poor Man’s Ooty

Abotic resources

Resources that are

Non-metallic resources


Resources that do

composed of metals

not comprise of

are called metallic

metals are called

resources.

non-metallic
resources.



. Ex: iron, copper,
Gold, silver, etc



Mica, limestone,
gypsum,
dolomite, etc

amusement
3. International Tourism




It is undertaken to

means of

Historical Tourism


transport.


It is undertaken

Ex: Beaches,



visit the places of

to visit the places

international

of historical

importance

importance,

Give reasons:

Tajamahal of

1. Tamil Nadu is home to around 33,000 ancient temples. Thay

India phramid of

belong to Dravidian style of architecture.

Egypt

2. Scenery consisting of mountains, lakes, waterfalls. Glacier,

Ex: Singapore,



Malaysia

historical monuments

Ex. Road, rail,
water, air

forests and deserts are the major features attrackting people to
4. Religious Tourism




It is a type of tourism



It is a type of

visit them.
3. Aluminium is light in weight, tough, and cheaper.

involving travel to

tourism involving

religious places like

travel to remote

VI. Answer the following.

temples, churches,

places

1. Anything which can be used for satisfying the human needs is

etc.

challenging

called resource.

outdoor activities.

2.The major utilizers of solar energy is the world are India, China,

Ex. Sky dive is

Japan , Italy and states of America.

Jerusalem by

autralia, bunjee

3. Duralumin is a very hard and light weigh alloy of aluminium

christians

jumping in New

with copper and other elements.

Zealand

4. Iron is used for the construction of

Ex: kasi by Hindus,





Machinery for the construction of



Automobiles

. It means



Large ships

interest whre tourist

reachability to a



Structural components of buildings and bridges etc.

visit typically for its

particular place

5. The products of petroleum are petrol, diesel, kerosene, wax,

historical significance

of attraction

plastics and lubricants.

lisure and

through various

5. Attraction


Adventure Tourism

It is a place of

Accessibility


6. Tourism refers to a person who travels out of his usual

VIII. Map.

environment for not more than one year and less than 24 hours.

Refer C.W

7. The basic elements of tourism are


Pleasant weather



Scenic beauty



Historical and cultural monument,

8. Ooty, kodaikanal


Darjeeling



Shilling



Munnar



Gangtok

9. i) Travel agents association of India
ii) Internation air transport association
10. We like sight seeing very much because we want to see all the
famous places we learnt about when we were at school.
12. Eco tourism involves travel to destination where plants and
animals thrive in a naturally preserved environment
Amazon rain forest, African forest safari are the famous Eco
friendly attraction.
Mica is used in electrical and electronics industry.
It is used as an insulating material is electrical industry.
It is used for making lubricaiong oils and decorative wall papers.
VII. Answer in detail.
1. Refer Text book Pg.No 148 & 149
2. Refer Text book Pg.No 157
3. Refer Text book Pg.No 136 & 137
4. Refer Text book Pg.No 141 & 142

